This work represents the next part of the paper [l] where we only limit our considerations to commutative Banach algebras with unity. In the sections 2-6 there are theorems on derivatives of superpositions of functions, branch of logarithm, index and coargument. In section 1 we recall the most important concepts and fundamental theorems obtained >n [1].
Introduction
Let X be a Banach commutative algebra over the field K (C or R) with the unity e. 
THEOREM I ([1]). The set is open and LQ = Uo>o IntZ/ o ( see I 1 ]; !-4 )-
In the Banach algebra X with unity we have LQ = G, where G is the multiplicative group of invertible elements of algebra X.
Let us take an arbitrary x € X, r > 0 and a function / defined on the set [B(x, r) n (G + a;)] U {i}, with values in X.
If for each a > 0 there exist limits
URN H-'IFIX + H)-/^)},
then these limits are equal for all a 6 (0, a/). Their common value is denoted by D f(x) which is called the derivative of the function f at the point x. (It is a particular case of the definition of derivative given in [1] , section 2). It / has the derivative at each point of a set M C X, then the mapping D : M 9 x Df{x) is called the derivative of the function / on M, ( [1] ; 2). For n = 2,3,... we define the derivative of order n of the function / as follows:
A function / is called strongly differentiate of order n 6 N, ( [1] ; 2) on the set M C X, if it has the derivative of order n and the Frechet derivative of order n in M. The set of such function is denoted by n n (M), where H{M) means H X (M), and H°°(M) := fj^i (W; 2).
Let M C X and let / be a function from 
Derivative of superpositions
DEFINITION 2. A function g we will call correlated with G at the point x 6 X if for any a > 0 there exist b, r > 0, such that if h € 5(0, r) n LQ,
LEMMA 2. For every x,y € G we have (1) P r P y <P ry <min^,^).
Proof. Let x,y e G.Then for any z G X we have ||(iy)2|| > /> x ||z||||i/z|| > (PxP y ||®||||y||/||a;y||)||®y||||2:||. Hence it follows that the first of the inequalities in (1) is satisfied. As xy € G, so for any z € X we have P xy ||a;j/||||z|| < ||z||M, therefore \\yz\\ > (P, V |M|/||*|||M|)||»|||M|. Hence P y > P xy P x . Due to symmetry of the product the validity of the remaining inequality (1) is proved. If by T>x we denote the topology of an algebra X well defined by its norm, then we can note that Vi C V\, and the topology T>x is weaker than From Definition 3 we immediately have:
function g is correlated with G at the point x 6 X if and only if g is continuous with respect to topology V{. A path 7 in X is correlated with G at some point ( J ) if and only if it is continuous with respect
to topology Vi. Dg(x) and Df(g(x) ), then the function fog has at the point x derivative and
Proof. Let us choose a > 0 and let h 6 LQ. Assuming Ah9 := g(x + h) -g(x) and g(x) := go w e have : Ahg € LQ some 6 > 0 and
where
By [1] ; 2.5 and 2.1, if LQ 3 h -' 0, then s(h) -> 0, and the proof is complete.
Logarithm
Let us consider the exponential function E : X 9 x >->• E(x) = ^r-Let us recall that from ( [1] ; 7.1) the function E e Uf^X) and D k E = E on X for any k £ N. li for some x,y 6 X the function E(x) = y, then we call that x is the logarithm of y, and denote x := logy.
Let for any set T {G a } ae j be a family of all components of the set G. Thus G = UaeTCain every component G a we choose a point x a . The component to which corresponds XQ -e will be called the principal component and we shall denote it by GoBy A e we will denote a mapping G 3ih A e (x) = a: -1 . Let now D a C G a be a nonempty simply-connected domain for any a £ T and let x a 6 D a . By [1] 
In particular Lo(y) = log y.
Proof. Let y € D a and h a (y) := yE(-L a {y)).
By Theorem 3 we have: 
every a G T if D a C G a is a simply-connected domain and x a £ D a , then L a (x) = L 0 (xxfor x € D a and L a e H°°(D a ) fl H°(D a ).

Periods of the exponential function
For any closed path 7 € ¡o(G) let f z~1 dz.
LEMMA 5. If for some a e T a € lo{G a ) ( 2 ), then for any b £ T f3 := XbX'^a e lo(Gb) and n a = II/j.
It follows promptly from Lemma 4 and definition of Il-y. THEOREM 6. 7/7 € lo{Go), then II 7 is a period of the exponential function E (possibly zero). Hence if X € (5o) (
3 ), then E has a period u> G G. ( 4 ) such that e G 7i-( 5 ) Let I :=< 0,1 > be the parameter interval of the path 71 and 7i(0) = 7i(l) = e. Let us fix x € 7i, x ^ e, x = 71 (ii). We consider two paths: i/\ :< 0, t\ >3 t •-»• 71 (t), i>2 :< <i,l >9 t 7i(<i + 1 -t). Covering these paths by the balls we can form domain P C Go, such that vf C P for j = 1,2. By Lemma ( 2 ) l 0 -see [1] ; 3 ( 3 ) see [1] ; 7 ( 4 ) homotopiccaUy equivalent, see [1] ; 4 ( 5 ) 7*-set the points lies in the curve 7 1 there exist two functions which are primitive along the paths t/j for the function A e . Assuming that I\ := and I2 •= $2(1) and applying Lemma 3 we infer that E(Ij) = x (j = 1,2) and I\ -I2 = II 7 . From here
Proof. Let us choose 71 ~ 7 (in (?o)
E(I 2 ) = x = E(h) = E(I 2 + n 7 ) = E(h)E( n 7 ).
Hence -E(n^) = e and the proof is complete.
Treating G a (a G T) as a topological space we can form its fundamental group ni (G a ,x a ) := x a with the basic points x a . From Lemma 4 for every a, b G T the groups x a and x 6 are isomorphic. It is clear that X G (5) if and only if 7r° (also ir a for a G T) is not trivial group.
Let us fix fundamental group By [1] ; 3.1, for every u G there exists a path 7 G ¡o(Go) such that u = [7], i.e. 7 is a representative of a layer u. Thus for every u 6 ir° we can explicitly correspond an element
n P is a mapping 7r° onto X and P{u\u2) = P(u 1) + P(u2) for every Ui,ti2 G* 0 .
Denote by fi a group of periods of exponential function E.
THEOREM 7. P(ir°) = SI. Therefore the mapping (4) is the epimorphism of the fundamental group ^i(Go,e) onto SI.
Proof. Let u> G SI and 7 :< 0, 1 >3 t E(ut) . Observe that 7 is a path in Go, u := [7] G tt° and u> = J^z~1dz. From [1] ; 3.1 there exists a path n G lo(G 0 ) such that f z~ldz = )^z~xdz = u. Then SI C P(x°). The opposite inclusion P{ir°) C ii follows from Theorem 6. 
THEOREM 8. Let M C X be a simply-connected domain and f G 7i(M)f) H°(M). Iff(M) C GO, Df(M) C G and Df G H{M) then Y G H(M) and for arbitrary fixed a G M and x G
Let g(x) := f(x)E(-F(x)).
Hence, in virtue of Theorem 3, for x 6 M we obtain
Therefore g is a constant function on M. But since g(a) = e, so g = 0 on M.
. This proves that F(x) is for any x £ M a logarithm from f(x), which ends the proof.
Indices of a point with respect to the curve
Let Q be a group of periods of exponential function E. The above allows us to define the indices of a point with respect to the closed curve in the folloving manner.
Assume that il g = {wi,u>2, • • is a set of generators of group il. Let 7 G lo(Go) and x £ Go-We also assume that 7* fl (x + G') = 0, where
(If e £ 7*, then a curve 7 -x can be suitably extended to a homotopically equivalent one.) In view of Proposition 1 there exists a unique system of integers fci(ar), ^2(^)5 • • k n (x) with the property
Definition 5. The number kj(x) will be called the j-th index of x with respect to the curve 7. We shall denote it by Indj(x) (j = 1,2,..., n).
The concept of index can be ilustrated geometrically be means of the following example. Assume that among these hypersurfaces s is surroundable. Clearly s < [n/2]. We denote them by M\,M 2 ,.. .,M a .
For j = 1,2, ...,s let 7j £ Io(Go), e £ 7 j, ~jjSurr\Mj and 7; do not surround Mj for / j and Uj := [7j] £ n\(Go,e).
Now if P(iij) := u>j ^ 0 for j = 1,2,..., s, then the set Q g = {u;!,... ,u s } generates the group SI and if fsurr¡(Mj+x)(in Go+x) ( 6 ), then Ind^(i) = I. It is obvious that if A\(x) and A 2 (x) are two coarguments of the element x, then i4j(x) -A 2 (x) £ SI-An arbitrary element x £ Go can be represented asi = ||x||£(4(z)).
Coargument
Let us now assume that Do C Go is a simply-connected domain, e £ Do and LQ is a single-valued branch of logarithm on D given by (2). Then x t-> y4o(x) = LQ{X) -e/n||x|| is a function defined on DO-It will be called a single-valued branch of coargument on DoWe observe that if C C Go is a domain (simply-connected domain) and t £ R + , then tC C Go and tC is again a domain. Moreover, (simplyconnected domain); the set D := Ut>o ^ C Go is also a domain (simplyconnected domain) and 
